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How Many Channels?
Part Two:The Effects of FICON on
Channel and Device Performance

By  Tom  Au r a nd

In a previous article, we compared the properties of FICON
with ESCON and examined the general effects on I/O subsystem
performance. In this article, we will formulate a method for
designing an optimized FICON implementation based on
measurements taken from the existing ESCON configuration.

A QT MODEL

The study of how systems of “servers”
servicing “requests” behave is called Queuing
Theory (QT). QT can be used to describe the
behavior of a wide variety of phenomena,
such as how response time is influenced by
channel path utilization, how CPU wait time
is accumulated, how long a job waits for a
tape drive, how many batch initiators are
needed, how online transaction queues work,
how long I wait in the checkout line at the
supermarket, how long it takes to get dial tone
when I pick up the telephone, etc. QT might
just as well be called the Science of Waiting.
Although QT is quite complex mathematically,
a basic understanding of the results is often
sufficient to take the mystery out of the behav-
ior of queuing systems, and can be used to
give quite good predictions.

One remarkable result of QT is the fact
that elongation of response time depends not
just on percent busy, but also on the number
of servers available. At a given percent busy,
response time elongation decreases with
more servers.

FIGURE 1 shows the QT predicted response
time elongation as a function of percent busy,
for various numbers of servers. Each curve
represents the behavior associated with a par-
ticular number of servers. An elongation factor
of 2 indicates that response time doubles from
the base response (that experienced at zero
percent busy), a factor of 3 indicates response

is tripled, etc. The reference line is at 10%
elongation (factor of 1.1).

As shown by the chart, as servers are
added, the percent busy can be increased
while maintaining the same response elon-
gation. One conclusion that can be drawn
from this chart is that your 8-way processor
can be run to 75% busy before significant
response elongation occurs, while a
uniprocessor experiences elongation at 10%
busy! This chart is so important to under-
standing performance of so many aspects of
data processing that it is worth printing out

and hanging on the wall for capacity plan-
ners and performance managers.

RESPONSE TIME AND
PATH BUSY

In designing an I/O configuration, one must
consider not just connectivity, but also path
busy. In the case of FICON implementation,
reducing the number of channel paths moves
you onto different response elongation curves,
as indicated in FIGURE 1. This is why it is
important to consider not just percent busy,

FIGURE 1: RESPONSE ELONGATION OF MULTIPLE-SERVER QUEUING SYSTEMS AS PREDICTED
BY QUEUING THEORY
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but also which of these curves describes the
resulting system.

There is a wide use of rule of thumb (ROT)
as applied to channel path busy, typically
thought to be 30% busy as a target number to
ensure adequate performance. However, as
with most ROTs, individual results may vary.
This is particularly true when applying ROT to
channel path busy. The reason is that the
number you use to measure path busy from
RMF may not be your actual path busy!Why?
Because RMF only views path busy from the
processor side, and does not necessarily indi-
cate what is happening between the director
and the control unit. Consider the configuration
in FIGURE 2. Here we have a control unit
connected to two processors through a direc-
tor. RMF measures 45% path busy on proces-
sor 1, and 35% path busy on processor 2.
However, the path busy between the director
and the control unit is 80%! RMF does not
measure this directly, but it is the effective path
busy to both processors. Delays associated
with this outboard path busy are manifest as
port busy delays.

This simple example illustrates the need to
consider the entire path when designing a con-
figuration, not just the processor to director
connections. The percent busy used in applying
the QT model of FIGURE 1 is the highest busy1

of any component of the path. So in the exam-
ple of FIGURE 2, this system is operating on the
fourth curve (4 paths) at 80% busy, so we can
expect roughly 60% increase in response time,
not the minimal increase expected at 35 and 45
percent. It is this effect of combined path busy
on the back-end in multiple processor config-
urations that probably accounts for the low
ROT of 30%.

Even more obscure is the configuration in
FIGURE 3. Here we have two control units
“logically daisy-chained” through a director.
RMF measures the path busy at 35%, but what
is the back-end path busy? We can determine
this under ESCON by adding up all the device
connect time on each control unit, taking this
as a percent of the time interval, and dividing
the result by the number of paths.
Unfortunately, you cannot apply the same
method to a FICON configuration, because
FICON connect time includes frame-pacing
delay, which does not contribute to path busy.
But even without knowing the back-end path
busy, we know that it cannot be higher than the
front-end, so this system is operating on the
4-path curve at 35% busy, and we have negli-
gible response elongation. This configuration
vastly outperforms the configuration of

FIGURE 2, even though the RMF measured
path busy is similar. This is why application of
ROT regardless of the configuration is not a
good idea.

To complicate matters further, a typical
system is both a multiple processor and daisy-
chained configuration. So, how do we know
how to characterize the performance?
Consider the configuration in FIGURE 4. Here,
we know the front-end path busy through
RMF measurements. We can determine the
back-end path busy for each control unit
through the method of addition of device con-
nect time. As a check, the total connect time
on both the front-end and back-end must be
the same (under ESCON). So, in the final
analysis, take the percent busy for each control
unit on the back end, multiply by the number
of paths from that control unit to the director,
add these up. Then do the same on the front-
end, using the RMF measured path busy times
the number of paths from each processor. The
answers must agree.

Once the percent path busy has been
determined for each group of back-end and
front-endpaths, we can determine the response
curve on which a given device operates, as
viewed by a particular processor. To do so, we
simply determine the part of the configuration
that yields the greatest response elongation.
So, in the configuration of FIGURE 4, devices on
control unit 1 operate on the 8-path curve at
20% from processor 1, and at 40% from
processor 2, while devices on control unit 2

operate at 30% from processor 1 and 40%
from processor 2.

BUT WHAT ABOUT FICON?

The preceding discussion on calculating
path busy to determine the response delay
applies in principle to FICON configurations
as well. However, we must consider reads
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FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF BACK-END PATH BUSY
IN A MULTIPLE-PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 3: A “DAISY-CHAINED” CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 4: A TYPICAL CONFIGURATION IS BOTH
DAISY-CHAINED AND MULTIPLE-PROCESSOR
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and writes separately, because reads will
experience delays based on read path busy,
while write delays are due to write path busy.
Therefore, to evaluate the performance under
FICON, we must know the read/write ratio.
This can be estimated from dataset activity
measurements, by multiplying block size by
blocks transferred for both reads and writes,
and taking the ratio. Also, remember that
there may be ESCON channel “dead” time
that will not carry forward into the FICON
environment. So, instead of just applying the
read/write ratio and adjusting to the FICON
data rate, we first must determine how much
actual data transfer time there is. This is
taken from the same numbers used to calcu-
late the read/write ratio; it is the sum of the
byte counts, divided by the effective data
rate. This is likely to be less than the ESCON
connect time.

To further complicate matters, FICON
introduces a new overhead not experienced
under ESCON that contributes to channel
path busy. This overhead has been reported
anecdotally as 10%-13% path busy, even
when there is no true I/O activity. These num-
bers are being generally passed around the
industry as relating to some mysterious fixed
overhead. However, I have seen FICON chan-
nels on some systems with no I/O activity
showing measurements well below these
numbers, in the 5% to 6% range. So it would
seem that this is not a fixed overhead, but
rather influenced by the configuration. I sus-
pect it relates to the number of devices online
to the channel at the time. However, to date I
do not have sufficient measurement data in a
wide variety of system configurations to find
a good predictive correlation. At present, we
can do no better than to assume that this
overhead will be in the 10% to 13% range in
a typical production environment.

A CASE STUDY

Ok, now it’s time to apply all this new
understanding to the real world. Suppose you
have an ESCON configuration that you want
to convert to FICON. You want to take advan-
tage of the increased data rate, the improved
protocol, and the reduction of channels,
cables, ports and channel adapters. So, you
want to answer the following questions:

� How many channel paths do I need?
� What will my response time be?
� Can I take advantage of the improved

bandwidth to roll-up control units?

The 1:1 swap-out
Consider the configuration in FIGURE 4.

Perhaps the simplest way to approach the prob-
lem is to first determine what would happen if
I just convert all ESCON to FICON, in a 1:1
swap-out. In this scenario, you need not worry
about device response time, because it’s certain
to improve. The objective here is just to deter-
mine the FICON path busy in all components
of the configuration. To do so, I first adjust the
ESCON path busy by removing the “dead”
time. This number is difficult to determine,
requiring adding up all the bytes transferred
using data set level activity information, but
for high cache-hit systems is usually less than
5%. In any case, it is “safe” to assume that
there is no ESCON dead time. This assumption
will lead to a worst-case calculation ensuring
that you have at least enough FICON channels
in the end. If you can determine the true dead
time, simply reduce the ESCON path busy
numbers by this amount before proceeding.

Taking the dead-time reduced ESCON
numbers, we next apply the read/write ratio to
split into read busy and write busy times. Once
again, the read/write ratio is not a simple num-
ber to calculate (and can vary greatly from
time to time and by subsystem), but you may
be able to estimate based on general knowledge
of the data profiles in your environment. It is
“safer” to assume a greater disparity between
reads and writes; 1:1 read/write ratio is the

ultimate balance, while 1:0 and 0:1 (all reads
or all writes) give the “worst-case” in which
you are using only half the capacity of the
FICON fibers. Perhaps a compromise between
these is to use a read/write ratio of 2:1. Most
real-life shops can achieve this good a balance.

Whatever read/write ratio we choose to
use, we need consider only the higher side
of the equation; i.e. the number of paths we
need will be determined by reads if they out-
number writes, or (unusually) writes that
outnumber reads.

FIGURE 5 shows the projected FICON path
busy (without overhead) as calculated from
the configuration in FIGURE 4, under the
assumptions that there is no ESCON channel
dead time, and a read/write ratio of 2:1. Only
the channel busy for reads is shown, since
reads outweigh writes at 2:1. The new numbers
are calculated from the ESCON numbers by
applying the 2:1 ratio (multiply by 2/3), and
then applying the difference in transfer rates
(divide by 4.5).

The many:1 consolidation
Now we are ready to determine how many

cables we need to support I/O in each part of
the configuration. To do this, we just take away
one path at a time and see where we are on the
chart in FIGURE 1. The goal is to reduce the
number of paths as much as possible and still
be below the reference line at 10% response
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FIGURE 5: PROJECTED FICON PATH BUSY
CALCULATED FROM ESCON PATH BUSY

FIGURE 6: OPTIMIZED CONFIGURATION
UNDER FICON
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elongation. However, we must always maintain
at least two paths in any group, to satisfy serv-
ice continuity requirements.

Since our original configuration is eight
paths, we can find the effective path busy by
increasing the path busy in a ratio to eight
paths. For example, confining our attention
for the moment to the paths from processor 1
to the director, if we reduce the number of
paths to seven, we find the new path busy to
be 1.5% x 8 / 7 = 1.7%, then adding in the
FICON overhead, we have 11.7% effective
path busy. This is well within the acceptable
operating range.

Following the same method, we determine
the effective busy for the rest of the possibilities:

� With six paths effective busy = 1.5% x 8 /
6 + 10 = 12%

� With five paths effective busy = 1.5% x
8 / 5 + 10 = 12.4%

� With four paths, 13%
� With three paths, 14%
� With two paths, 16%
� With one path, 22%

Of these, only the one-path scenario is
outside of the acceptable operational range.
We therefore conclude that two paths are suf-
ficient, yielding a path reduction of 4:1.

Applying the same method to the rest of the
configuration, we find:

� Three paths required from processor 2,
at 26% busy

� Two paths required to control unit 1, at
22% busy

� Two paths required to control unit 2, at
27.6% busy

FIGURE 6 shows the configuration under
FICON. The net result is not quite a 4:1 reduc-
tion in the number of paths required.

Can I roll up control units?
The result of analysis that supports the

reduction in the number of paths for an existing
configuration converted to FICON leads to
the possibility that more data can be consoli-
dated behind a single control unit, without
overwhelming the bandwidth to the processor.
After applying the methods examined above,
we can easily determine if control units can
be consolidated. In fact, they certainly can
(from the channel path perspective, not with-
standing considerations such as device capacity
restrictions and cache size), if the total num-
ber of channel paths can be combined on one
control unit. In our example, we have just four
FICON paths in total on the control units, so
they certainly can be combined to one control
unit with four paths. However, it may be pos-
sible to further reduce channel paths coinci-
dent with the consolidation. To make this

determination, we just apply the same method
as before, removing one path at a time, and
see where it puts us on the response chart.

After removing the overhead again, and
averaging the path busy, we find each path will
be 14.8% busy (without overhead). So, to find
the path busy at three paths, we take 14.8 x 4 /
3 + 10 = 29.7% busy. With two paths, we find
39.6% busy, which puts us outside of the
operational range. We conclude that we can
eliminate one more back-end path, and still
roll-up the control units. FIGURE 7 shows the
final FICON configuration, optimized for cost
and performance.

Should I implement FICON Express?
FICON express offers twice the data trans-

fer rate as standard FICON. Although this fur-
ther reduces connect time and path busy, the
primary benefit is generally the opportunity to
reduce paths even more. If your standard
FICON configuration is already at the two-
path minimum, you cannot reduce paths by
using express. Unless you absolutely need the
extra reduction in response time by reducing
connect time further (not likely at the outset,
since FICON performance is already better
than ESCON), express simply adds expense to
the two-path FICON configuration.

Perhaps the early benefit of express is the
potential reduction of channels and processor-
side director ports. Express can be implemented
on the processor while standard FICON is still
on the control unit. This is possible because
the director can convert the transfer rate. You
cannot, however, mix ESCON and FICON on
the same path, because this would require the
director to convert the protocol, which is
beyond the capability of the director.

As an example of how express can be used
to reduce processor-side paths, consider again
the standard FICON configuration of FIGURE

7. There may be an opportunity to reduce the
channels on Processor 2 through the use of
FICON express. To make this determination,
we first calculate the path busy under express
if we were to simply swap-out the standard
FICON channels 1:1 for express. This is very
simple: just divide by two. Next we apply the
same process as before, removing one path at
a time, recalculating the path busy, and deter-
mining the expected response elongation
using the QT chart.

FIGURE 8 shows the resulting configuration
employing FICON express to reduce channels.
Processor 1 was already at two paths, so
express is not much benefit there. Processor 2
had three paths to the control unit (through the
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FIGURE 7: CONTROL UNITS COMBINED
UNDER FICON

FIGURE 8: CONFIGURATION WITH PROCESSOR-
SIDE FICON EXPRESS
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director), and we determined that express
would allow us to reduce the paths to two
while maintaining adequate response. In this
configuration, the director converts the trans-
fer rate on the paths from processor 2 to the
control unit.

The same method can be used to determine
possible path reductions on the control unit
side (CAs, director ports). In the example of
FIGURE 8, we could reduce the three back-end
paths to two by implementing express on the
control unit. This could be done with or with-
out implementing express on either processor
(although this would make one standard
FICON channel on Processor 2 unusable). For
example, we could have a configuration with
two express paths on the back end, two
express paths to processor 2, and two standard
paths to processor 1. In this case, the director
converts the transfer rates from processor 1 to
the control unit.

CONCLUSION

FICON offers tremendous advantages over
ESCON in improved bandwidth and perform-
ance. Using only a rule-of-thumb approach
when planning a FICON implementation can
result in missed opportunity in realizing
maximum return from these advantages.
Armed with some knowledge about how the
architecture works, and borrowing a little from
queuing theory, the capacity planner and
performancemanager can devise an imple-
mentation plan that is less costly and simpler
to implement, and still be confident about
adequate performance delivery. By utilizing
the methods described here, one can test the
validity of claims to high channel path reduction
ratios and at the same time avoid the need to
implement conservative, “safe,” low-reduction
ratio plans because of uncertainty of the
resulting performance.  
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1 Strictly speaking, this is only an approximation. However, by

using this simplifying approximation, we can use the method
of graphical analysis using the QT chart, avoiding the com-
plexity of actual QT formulas, and still arrive at acceptably
accurate predictions of response elongation.
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